The authors report a lexical decision experiment designed to determine whether activation is the locus of the word-frequency effect. K. R. Paap and L. S. Johansen (1994) reported that word frequency did not affect lexical decisions when exposure durations were brief; they accounted for this by proposing that data-limited conditions prevented late-occurring verification processes. Subsequently, P. A. Allen, A. F. Smith, M. Lien, T. A. Weber, and D. J. Madden (1997) and K. R. Paap, L. S. Johansen, E. Chun, and P. Vonnahme (2000) reported additional evidence that word-frequency effects do and do not have an activation locus, respectively. The authors further tested this issue in a lexical decision experiment using data-limited procedures-predicted by verification models to eliminate word-frequency effects. The authors observed word-frequency effects using individually determined exposure durations that were only 1 screen cycle longer than the exposure duration that yielded chance performance. Word-frequency effects persisted even when an adjusted measure of performance was used.
Word frequency affects lexical decision performance: When research participants are asked to classify letter strings as words or as nonwords, responses to high-frequency (HF) words are faster and more accurate than responses to low-frequency (LF) words. The primary concern of this article is whether activation is the aspect of visual word recognition that is sensitive to word frequency.
Two classes of models-activation models (e.g., Allen, Wallace, & Weber, 1995; Grainger & Jacobs, 1996; McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981) and verification models (e.g., Becker, 1976 Becker, , 1979 Paap & Johansen, 1994; Paap et al., 2000; Paap, Newsome, McDonald, & Schvaneveldt, 1982) -differ on whether word frequency-dependent performance is attributable to a frequencysensitive activation component of processing or to the operation of postencoding familiarity or verification processes. For example, Allen et al. (1997) found that word frequency affects lexical decision performance when conditions were arranged so that accuracy for each individual would not exceed 75%-conditions that, according to Paap and Johansen (1994) , should have prevented verification; Allen et al. (1997) argued that these results favored the idea that activation is sensitive to word frequency.
In contrast, Paap et al. (2000) found, in a data-limited Reicher task designed to minimize the effect of guessing, that a measure of response bias was related to word frequency but that a measure of sensitivity was not. From these results, Paap et al. (2000) concluded that the locus of the word-frequency effect was some aspect of processing that followed activation, and they suggested, on theoretical and empirical grounds, that any effect of word frequency observed under data-limited conditions in a lexical decision task should be on response bias, not on sensitivity.
In this article, we report a lexical decision experiment designed to test the conflicting predictions of these classes of models. We addressed two questions: First, is an effect of word frequency on lexical decision performance evident under data-limited conditions-when activation is likely to have occurred but when verification or other postactivation processing is unlikely to have occurred? Under conditions that are sufficiently data limited, activation models predict an effect of word frequency on performance (e.g., Allen, McNeal, & Kvak, 1992; Allen et al., 1997) , whereas verification models do not (Paap & Johansen, 1994; Paap et al., 2000 Paap et al., , 1982 . Second, are effects of word frequency that occur under data-limited conditions evident even after one corrects for words that appear to be absent from individuals' mental lexica? The word-frequency effects observed in earlier studies may have been just lexicality effects-performance may have been worse for very-low-frequency (VLF) words than for words in higher frequency categories simply because individuals' lexica did not contain many of the VLF items (cf. Paap et al., 2000) . To provide background for the experiment, we discuss models of word rec-ognition and their accounts of the locus of the word-frequency effect, and two methodological issues central to this studypreventing verification by limiting exposure duration (and masking) and evaluating the contents of research participants' mental lexica.
Locus of the Word-Frequency Effect
Activation models and verification models differ in their accounts of the word-frequency effect in lexical decisions. Activation models assert that the preponderance of the word-frequency effect occurs at the activation stage of visual word recognitionthat is, during lexical access (e.g., Allen & Emerson, 1991; Allen et al., 1995; Grainger & Jacobs, 1994 McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981; Morton, 1969; but see Forster, 1976) . Activation models have different forms but share the assumption that the word-frequency effect is due to higher frequency words having lower firing thresholds, or higher resting-level activations, than lower frequency words. This is the logogen concept of lexical activation (Morton, 1969) .
Verification models propose that the locus of the effect of word frequency on visual word recognition is after word activationduring a subsequent verification process (e.g., Becker, 1976; Paap et al., 1982) . Paap and Johansen (1994) stated that their activationverification model (AVM) "eschews the possibility that encoding [emphasis added] is frequency sensitive" (p. 1130). They suggested that during verification, an activated bottom-up representation is compared with candidate entries in the mental lexicon, which are tested in decreasing order of frequency. The activated item is recognized (or verified) as a candidate word if the match between the bottom-up representation and the candidate entry from the lexicon exceeds some criterion (Becker, 1976 (Becker, , 1979 (Becker, , 1980 Paap & Johansen, 1994; Paap et al., 1982) . According to this model, if verification is prevented, word frequency should not affect performance (Paap et al., 1982) . Paap et al. (2000) hypothesized the existence of another mechanism-postperceptual response selection-that might be sensitive to word frequency. Specifically, they suggested that familiarity affects postperceptual response selection. In the revised AVM, familiarity bias, which is a constant multiple of log word frequency, is added to a measure of the strength of word encoding found by summing letter strengths (see Paap et al., 2000 Paap et al., , p. 1718 , Figure C1 ); in the processing sequence of the revised AVM, familiarity bias is located just after word encoding. However, variation in log word frequency is precisely how variation in logogen sensitivity thresholds is built into logogen-type models. Familiarity bias in the revised AVM appears to be no different than the activation component of many activation models. What component of processing is frequency sensitive is, of course, an empirical question. Paap et al. (2000) provided no evidence that response selection is the locus of the effect of word frequency. In fact, the hypothesis that response selection is the locus of the word-frequency effect is inconsistent with at least some earlier lexical decision research. For example, Allen, Madden, Weber, and Groth (1993, Experiment 3) found no significant Word Frequency ϫ Response Selection Load interaction on lexical decision performance in a task that included two levels of response selection load (two choice and go/no-go). Assuming the correctness of the logic of additive factors, 1 an interaction should have been observed if the effect of word frequency, implemented as familiarity bias, is on response selection.
Preventing Verification
According to Paap et al. (1982) , "because verification relies on a comparison that involves continuing perceptual analysis of the stimulus, the potential contribution of verification should be severely attenuated whenever a backward mask overwrites or erases the sensory buffer" (p. 574). Thus, the hypothesized frequencysensitive verification process should be prevented if brief exposure and masking interfere with early visual representations.
It is not clear what exposure duration will allow activation but not verification (e.g., Allen et al., 1992 Allen et al., , 1997 Becker & Killion, 1977; Dobbs, Friedman, & Lloyd, 1985; Paap & Johansen, 1994; Paap et al., 1982 Paap et al., , 2000 . Paap and Johansen (1994) proposed that verification would be prevented if exposure duration limited accuracy to 75%. Specifically, they stated that An operational definition that we believe offers a fair test of our encoding assumptions would be to individually titrate performance to each subject to about 75% correct (a level midway between chance performance and perfect performance) on a binary forced-choice task, such as Schvaneveldt and McDonald's (1981) Allen et al. (1997) , using this suggested criterion, nevertheless observed an effect of word frequency on performance in a lexical decision task.
In earlier research in this area, the same exposure durations were used for all participants. However, individuals likely vary in the time they require for visual processing. In the experiment reported in this article, we estimated and used participant-specific exposure durations: For each participant, we determined in a pretest the exposure duration required to obtain chance lexical decision performance. Then, in the main task, we presented stimuli for lexical decision for one screen cycle (13.33 ms) longer than the duration for which chance performance was obtained. (This was the smallest amount by which we could increment exposure duration.)
Assessing the Contents of Participants' Mental Lexica
Are observed effects of word frequency due to the operation of a visual processing component (e.g., encoding or response selec-1 Roberts and Sternberg (1993) conducted a comprehensive examination of the fit of additive factors models, cascade models, and embellished cascade models on five sets of data. They concluded that the additive factors model fit the data better than either of the other two models. Consequently, we believe that it is reasonable to assume that additive factors logic holds for the present data. Another issue concerns whether additive factors logic holds for error data as it appears to hold for response latencies. This is a complicated issue, but the answer appears to be yes. In most information-processing research, response time and errors are assumed to be dependent variables that trade off with each other. The Hick-Hyman law suggests that for many tasks there is a linear relationship between response time and log-transformed errors (e.g., Hyman, 1953) . Also see Allen, Murphy, Kaufman, Groth, and Begovic (2004) for a more detailed discussion of this issue applied to a lexical decision task. Therefore, we believe that it is reasonable to assume that additive factors logic holds for error data. tion) or, more trivially, to the contents (or lack thereof) of participants' mental lexica? Attempts to identify a processing component as the locus of effects of word frequency are meaningful only to the extent that responding in lexical decision tasks is based on lexical access. Paap et al. (2000) concluded that frequency effects can occur (a) if a significant portion of the lowfrequency words are unknown to most participants, thus rendering a lexicality effect, not a frequency effect, and (b) if the degree of masking is far less severe than typically used in the Reicher task, thus allowing verification to operate on some trials. (p. 1707)
Essentially, Paap and Johansen (1994) argued, and Paap et al. (2000) reiterated, that some frequency effects are actually orthography effects. Whether words are known to participants-that is, whether they are contained in their mental lexica-may be assessed with an unlimited lexical decision task (i.e., a task with neither data limitation nor speed stress). Allen et al. (1997, Experiment 2) and Paap et al. (2000) observed different levels of performance on unlimited lexical decision tasks. Defining a hit as a correct classification of a word and a false alarm as an incorrect classification of a nonword, Allen et al. (1997, Experiment 2) , in an unlimited lexical decision task with 20 VLF words and 10 nonwords generated from VLF words, observed a mean hit rate of 94.4% and a mean false alarm rate of 3.5%. Paap et al. (2000, Experiment 5) , using the 108 VLF words from Allen et al. (1995) and 108 nonwords formed by misspelling those 108 words, found a mean hit rate of 73.2% and a mean false alarm rate of 5.2%. Paap et al. (2000) attributed the results of Allen et al. (1997) especially the high average hit rate-to three aspects of their study: First, Allen et al. (1997) used just 30 items-20 words and 10 nonwords. Second, because the base rate for words was higher than that for nonwords, participants may have been biased to respond word. Third, Allen et al. (1997) formed nonwords by changing the last letter of a word, yielding nonwords that may not have been orthographically regular, so that participants may have bypassed lexical access and based their judgments on orthography. Concerning response bias, that the miss rate for words by the participants of Allen et al. (1997) was slightly higher (5.6%) than the false alarm rate for nonwords (3.5%) suggests that participants were not biased to respond word. Concerning orthographic regularity, it is sufficient to examine the items used by Allen et al. (1997) : These items, selected randomly from the VLF words, are shown in Appendix A, where it can be seen that the nonwords were orthographically regular. (These items were not published previously.)
We suspect that differences in experimental conditions and task requirements account for the discrepancy between the 73.2% hit rate of Paap et al. (2000) and the 94.4% hit rate of Allen et al. (1997) : Paap et al. (2000) used seven times as many items as Allen et al. (1997) , increasing the plausibility of participant fatigue; Allen et al. (1997) asked participants to indicate which of four alternatives was the correct definition of each item they classified as a word, which may have provided participants with additional context to support correct word decisions; and Paap et al. (2000) used uppercase stimuli, whereas Allen et al. (1997) used lowercase stimuli. The less familiar spatial frequency patterns of uppercase stimuli may have reduced the likelihood that participants would link VLF words with their lexical entries (see Allen et al., 1995;  see also Poulton, 1967) . Paap et al. (2000, Experiment 5) concluded that many VLF words were either not in participants' mental lexica or were represented less stably than more frequent words. Although the results of Allen et al. (1997) lead us to be skeptical about the former of these claims, we find the latter plausible. We took steps to increase the likelihood that participants would engage in lexical processing and to ascertain the likelihood that they had done so: First, all nonwords were orthographically regular, so that lexical decisions should have been based on lexical access, not on orthography. Second, each participant's knowledge about every stimulus presented in the experiment was tested under (data-)unlimited conditions-conditions in which stimulus information was adequate and there was no pressure to speed decisions. Measuring lexical knowledge under unlimited conditions equipped us to adjust data-limited performance for missing lexical representations. The present study was designed to encourage lexical processing (i.e., lexical access) and to avoid a mere lexicality effect (i.e., lower accuracy for lower frequency words than for higher frequency words solely because some lower frequency words are not in individuals' lexica).
Method

Participants
Twenty students from The University of Akron participated for credit toward the research exposure requirement of their introductory psychology course. All participants were native English speakers and reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Tasks
Each participant completed a series of three lexical decision tasks-a psychophysical pretest to determine the exposure duration for the main part of the experiment; the main, data-limited lexical decision task carried out at the participant-specific exposure duration; and an unlimited, paper-andpencil task. On each lexical decision trial, a participant was to decide whether the presented stimulus item was an English word.
Materials
The stimuli, shown in Appendix B, included 108 words from each of four frequency categories and a corresponding nonword formed by changing a letter of the word; these nonwords were constructed to be orthographically legal. The four frequency categories were HF (240 -1,016 occurrences per million in the Kučera & Francis, 1967, norms) , LF (40 -54 occurrences per million), medium-low frequency (MLF; 10 -30 occurrences per million), and VLF (1-5 occurrences per million). Of the items in each frequency category, one third were four letters long, one third were five letters long, and one third were six letters long. Because word length was not relevant to the issue addressed in this article, it is not considered further. The VLF words were from Allen et al. (1995) . The nonwords generated from VLF words are based on those used by Paap et al. (2000, Appendix D) .
All stimuli were presented in lowercase. In the psychophysical pretest and main lexical decision task parts of the study, a mask that consisted of six uppercase Xs followed each stimulus presentation. The stimulus set was divided into two subsets, each consisting of half of the words and the nonwords generated from the complementary subset of words. For each participant, one subset was used in the psychophysical pretest, and the other was used in the main unlimited lexical decision task. The roles of these subsets were balanced over participants so that over participants, items appeared equally often in the psychophysical pretest and in the main experiment.
Apparatus
Stimulus presentation, timing, and response collection in the psychophysical pretest and the main data-limited lexical decision task were carried out using a microcomputer with a Pentium 1 processor operating Micro Experimental Laboratory (MEL) software (Schneider, 1988) . The MEL software clock is reported to be accurate to within 1 ms, and the monitor raster scan was synchronized with the MEL program. Stimuli were presented in white on a black background using a color monitor controlled by a graphics card.
At a viewing distance of 50 cm, each letter in the display subtended a visual angle of 0.28°horizontally and 0.56°vertically; approximately 0.30°o f visual angle separated adjacent letters. The six-letter words and nonwords and the postdisplay masks subtended 1.85°of horizontal visual angle. Target stimuli and postdisplay masks were presented in the center of the screen so that masks and targets always overlapped spatially. All stimulus presentations were synchronized to begin as the cathode ray tube drew the top line on the display. Monitors were set to a 75-Hz vertical scanning speed with 600 ϫ 800 resolution.
All stimulus presentations were synchronized to begin as the CRT drew the top line on the display. Luminance of targets was approximately 15 cd/m 2 and of the background (blank screen) was 4 cd/m 2 . This results in a Michelson contrast value of .58.
Participants used the index and middle fingers of their right hands to press the left and right arrow keys in the lower-right corner of the keyboard. Half of the participants responded word with their index fingers, and half of the participants responded word with their middle fingers.
Procedure
Psychophysical pretest. For each participant, we determined the exposure duration that yielded chance lexical decision performance. Following a practice block in which the exposure duration was 400 ms, each participant completed trial blocks with decreasing exposure duration, labeling each stimulus as a word or as a nonword, until he or she responded correctly to 50%, or fewer, of the trials in a block. Each stimulus presentation was followed immediately by a 100-ms mask. Up to 18 blocks of 24 trials (12 words and 12 nonwords) varied in stimulus exposure duration (400, 375, 350, 325, 300, 275, 250, 225, 200, 175, 150, 125, 100, 66.65, 53.32, 39.99, 26.66, and 13.33 ms) . (We used monitors set to a 75-Hz vertical scanning speed with 600 ϫ 800 resolution.)
Data-limited lexical decision task. Once the exposure duration that yielded chance performance had been determined for a participant, the main experimental task commenced. Target strings were presented for one screen cycle (approximately 13 ms) longer than the exposure duration that yielded chance performance on the pretest and were followed immediately by a 100-ms mask. Each of three trial blocks consisted of 20 practice trials followed by 144 experimental trials. In each block, half of the stimuli were words; one quarter of the words came from each of the four frequency categories, and one quarter of the nonwords came from each of the groups of nonwords generated from words in one of the four frequency categories. In each block, lexical status, stimulus length, and frequency (for words) varied randomly. The order of the three blocks was approximately balanced over participants: Six different presentation orders of the three experimental trial blocks were used so that the trial blocks occurred in all possible orders. Participants were instructed to respond accurately.
Unlimited lexical decision task. Each participant completed an unlimited lexical decision task that included the 108 HF words, 108 LF words, 108 MLF words, 108 VLF words, and the 432 nonwords formed by misspelling these words from the four frequency categories. The instructions were those used by Paap et al. (2000, Experiment 5 ):
Look at each letter string and circle those that are English words. For each word you circle, put a check to the right of it if you think you could define the word. About half the items are words, and the remaining items are not. Do not go so fast that you might make careless mistakes, and on the other hand, do not agonize over your decisions. (p. 1708) For 10 participants, the VLF and MLF items (i.e., the words and their companion nonwords) were presented first, and the LF and HF items were presented second. For the other 10 participants, the reverse order was used.
Results
Unlimited Lexical Decision Task
The bottom line of Table 1 shows, as a function of word frequency, the error rate for words in the data-unlimited lexical decision task. (These are miss rates, i.e., percentages of words classified as nonwords.) The very low error rates for the three highest frequency categories suggest that the vast preponderance of the words from these categories are stored in participants' mental lexica. However, on average, approximately 19% of the VLF words were responded to incorrectly in the unlimited classification task. Given these results, we focus on the three highest word-frequency categories in evaluating whether word frequency affects performance when, because of exposure conditions, verification was likely prevented.
Establishing Exposure Duration
The target exposure durations that yielded chance performance varied from 39.99 ms to 150 ms, with a median of 66.65 ms, a mean of 88 ms, and a standard deviation of 42 ms.
Responses to Words in Data-Limited Lexical Decision Task
Analysis by participants. The top panel of Table 1 shows error rates for words from the data-limited task by word-frequency Note. Adjusted errors are calculated by subtracting error rate in the unlimited task from error rate in the data-limited task. HF ϭ very high frequency; LF ϭ low frequency; MLF ϭ medium-low frequency; VLF ϭ very low frequency.
category and trial block. The analyses reported here are restricted to the three highest word-frequency categories because it is for these frequency categories that the results of the data-unlimited lexical decision task suggest that almost all words were stored in participants' mental lexica and activated. Mean error rate increased as word frequency decreased; the effect of word frequency was statistically significant, F(2, 38) ϭ 8.74, p Ͻ .001. Planned comparisons showed that the MLF error rate was higher than that for LF, that MLF error rate was higher than that for HF, and that LF error rate was higher than that for HF (all ps Ͻ .05).
We also adjusted these error rates according to performance in the unlimited lexical decision task and analyzed these adjusted error rates: For each participant, for each word-frequency category, we subtracted his or her data-unlimited lexical decision task error rate from his or her data-limited lexical decision task error rate. The rationale for this adjustment is that if the response to a word in the (data-)unlimited test is incorrect, it should be construed as absent from the lexicon, so that errors under data-limited conditions should not count.
2 For example, if for some wordfrequency category, a participant's error rate in the data-limited task was 19% and his or her error rate for that category in the unlimited task was 4%, the adjusted error rate would be 15%-the participant would not be penalized for errors attributable to missing lexical representations.
The mean adjusted error rates are shown in Table 1 , just below the mean raw error rates. As was the case for the raw (unadjusted) error rates, mean adjusted error rate increased as word frequency decreased; the effect of word frequency over the three highest frequency categories was statistically significant, F(2, 38) ϭ 3.75, p Ͻ .05. Planned comparisons showed that the MLF adjusted error rate was higher than that for HF ( p Ͻ .05); LF adjusted errors, midway between the values of HF and MLF, did not differ significantly from either HF or MLF.
Finally, we analyzed the word error data by trial blocks. Given that the exposure duration to be used for each participant was determined prior to the main experiment and then fixed at that value, one might be concerned about performance improving over the course of the experiment: Brief exposure duration followed by a postmask may have effectively prevented verification at the beginning of the experimental session but may have no longer been doing so by the end. Table 1 shows mean error rates for each word frequency in each of the three trial blocks. In an analysis of variance (ANOVA), neither the main effect of block nor the Word Frequency ϫ Block interaction was statistically significant ( ps Ͼ .10). Error rate did not vary significantly across blocks, and the effect of word frequency did not depend on block.
Analysis by items. An analysis by items (from the HF, LF, and MLF categories) showed a main effect of word frequency, F(2, 318) ϭ 4.66, p Ͻ .05. Planned comparisons showed that the error rate for MLF words was significantly higher than the error rate for HF words. This conclusion is consistent with that from the analysis by participants-a statistically significant word-frequency effect was observed even when considerable care was taken to prevent verification. Table 2 shows mean values of the nonparametric sensitivity measure AЈ (Snodgrass & Corwin, 1988) as a function of word frequency. An ANOVA of the HF, LF, and MLF data showed a significant effect of word frequency, F(2, 38) ϭ 5.39, p Ͻ .01. Paired comparisons showed that mean AЈ for the MLF category was significantly lower than for the HF and LF categories ( ps ϭ .006 and .01, respectively) but that the LF category did not differ significantly from the HF category ( p ϭ .11).
Nonparametric Signal Detection Analyses Sensitivity (AЈ).
Response bias (BЉ). Table 2 also shows mean values of the nonparametric response bias measure BЉ as a function of word frequency (as BЉ becomes more negative, response bias becomes more biased toward word, a more liberal criterion). An ANOVA of the HF, LF, and MLF data showed a significant effect of word frequency, F(2, 38) ϭ 6.36, p Ͻ .01. Paired comparisons showed that mean BЉ for the MLF category was significantly more conservative than for the HF and LF categories ( ps ϭ .008 and .05, respectively) but that the LF category did not differ significantly from the HF category ( p ϭ .09).
Participants were biased to respond word: Table 1 shows that for the three highest word-frequency categories, the error rate for nonwords averaged almost 20% higher than for words. This bias toward responding word is not surprising because the nonwords in this experiment were quite similar to real words (and were all orthographically correct).
Discussion
The experiment reported in this article was designed to identify the locus of the effect of word frequency in lexical decision. The locus of the effect of word frequency is crucially relevant to whether visual word recognition is better characterized by activation models (e.g., Allen & Emerson, 1991; Allen & Madden, 1990; Allen et al., 1995; Grainger & Jacobs, 1994 McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981; Morton, 1969) or verification models (Becker, 1976; Paap & Johansen, 1994; Paap et al., 1982) .
In this experiment, word frequency affected accuracy of lexical decision performance under data-limited conditions in which participant-specific exposure durations were used: We determined for each participant the exposure duration that would yield chance lexical decision performance and then had each participant complete a lexical decision task with an exposure duration that was one screen cycle longer. Even after we adjusted data-limited accuracy 2 This test was suggested by Katherine Rastle. Note. SDT ϭ signal-detection theory; HF ϭ very high frequency; LF ϭ low frequency; MLF ϭ medium-low frequency; VLF ϭ very low frequency.
measures according to the results of an unlimited lexical decision test, performance was significantly worse for MLF than for HF words, and performance for these two levels of word frequency bracketed that for LF words. These results are consistent with the predictions of activation models. The verification system hypothesized by Paap et al. (2000; see also Paap & Johansen, 1994) involves comparing the bottom-up representation of a stimulus with representations of lexical candidates that are evaluated in descending word-frequency order, so that higher frequency words are verified before lower frequency words. A key feature of verification models is that they use an independent confirmation of the word decision: Information must be provided by both activation and a subsequent verification stage (see Carr & Pollatsek, 1985) . If brief exposure prevents verification, as asserted by Paap et al. (2000; Paap & Johansen, 1994) , verification should have been prevented in the experiment reported in this article in which stimuli were exposed briefly and followed by a mask. The overall average accuracy rate across our three highest word-frequency categories was slightly under 68%-under the 75% accuracy level suggested by Paap and Johansen (1994) as the level at which verification would be prevented. That we found, nevertheless, effects of word frequency on accuracy and on sensitivity is at odds with the predictions of verification models.
Activation models (e.g., Allen & Emerson, 1991; Allen et al., 1995; Grainger & Jacobs, 1994; McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981; Morton, 1969) propose an earlier locus of the effect of word frequency. An internal representation of the stimulus is compared simultaneously with all lexical entries. Familiar (typically higher frequency) words have lower activation thresholds, or higher resting-level activations, than do less familiar (typically lower frequency) words. The interactive activation model (McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981) , the multiple read-out model (Grainger & Jacobs, 1994 , and the hybrid model (Allen et al., 1995 (Allen et al., , 2002 ; also see Jordan, 1995; Jordan & Bevan, 1996; Jordan, Thomas, Patching, & Scott-Brown, 2003) all predict that word frequency will affect lexical decision performance even under conditions that are data limited because of very brief exposures. The findings that word frequency affects accuracy and AЈ under data-limited conditions are consistent with predictions of activation models.
Are VLF Words in Participants' Mental Lexica? Paap et al. (2000) suggested that either many VLF words are not in participants' mental lexica or have unstable representations. We replicated and extended the unlimited lexical decision task reported by Paap et al. (2000, Experiment 5 ): We used the same VLF words and collected judgments about words of other frequencies and nonwords generated from them. We found hit rates of 98.4%, 97.5%, 96.1%, and 80.9% for HF, LF, MLF, and VLF words, respectively. Although our data suggest that most VLF words have stable representations in many participants' lexica, this is not essential to our case: A more conservative test would be to determine whether there was an effect of word frequency on performance for MLF words relative to LF and HF words. For both hit rate and AЈ, the answer was yes. Even if 19% of VLF words are absent from or not stably represented in the typical participant's lexicon, the results for the HF, LF, and MLF frequency categories suggest an activation locus for the effect of word frequency for words presented under data-limited conditions.
It is important to note that the present finding of an overadjustment for VLF words (see Table 1 ) when subtracting unlimited errors from data-limited errors suggests that not all errors committed on an unlimited lexical decision task indicate that the missed item does not reside in an individual's orthographic lexicon. If this were the case (that an unlimited error did always reflect absence from one's lexicon), then this would necessarily indicate that individuals had more VLF words stored in their lexica than HF words-a highly improbable scenario. Instead, it is likely that the en masse presentation of all 864 letter strings resulted in an overestimate of VLF errors. For example, if the activation threshold was higher for VLF words than for higher frequency words, then even though many of these words were lexically represented, they would not have been activated. For the three higher frequency categories, though, it does appear that the present method of adjusting data-limited errors by subtracting data-unlimited errors worked.
Additionally, finding lower sensitivity and stricter response criterion values for VLF words than for MLF words in the present experiment is consistent with the idea that mental representations of VLF words are probably less stable than are those of MLF words (also see Krueger, 1978 , for a rechecking interpretation of the response bias effects). In this we concur with Paap et al. (2000) . However, we differ in what we believe the locus of this effect to be. Paap et al. (2000) concluded that any word-frequency effects under data-limited conditions are attributable to response selection bias, whereas we believe that the primary effect of word frequency is on encoding. The previous finding by Allen et al. (1993, Experiment 3 ) that word frequency did not interact with response selection load, and the present finding that wordfrequency effects persist even in data-limited conditions using individually determined presentation durations, suggests that word frequency affects the activation stage of processing.
Final Thoughts
The results of this experiment show that word frequency affects lexical decision performance under data-limited conditions. Appropriate data-limited conditions were arranged for each participant, and the possibility that the observed word-frequency effect was due to participants' lack of knowledge of certain lower frequency words was ruled out by adjusting error rates from the data-limited task with those from the unlimited task. Consequently, these results demonstrate that the activation component of visual processing is a locus of the effect of word frequency in a lexical decision task. These results do not rule out the possibility that word frequency also affects such later processing stages as verification (e.g., Paap & Johansen, 1994; Paap et al., 2000) or other decision processing (Balota & Chumbley, 1984) . Indeed, the present word-frequency effects for BЉ suggest that this is the case. Also, Paap, Chun, and Vonnahme (1999) and Paap et al. (2000) reported data from simulations of a Reicher-Wheeler task that suggest that, under certain conditions, the revised AVM may account for performance more effectively than other computational activation models (e.g., Grainger & Jacobs, 1994; McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981) . However, these qualifications do not change the central finding of this experiment: There is a detectable effect of word frequency on activation in a data-limited lexical decision task. Note. The first word in each entry is the stimulus word, followed by the nonword that was formed by the stimulus word. Numbers represent the Kučera and Francis (1967) rate of occurrence (per million words) of the stimulus word.
